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Muslims celebrate end
of fast this week
this week Muslims es yrs ss here celebrate Id -al-Fur. a ft ,st ss huh signifies the end of the
month-long fast of Ramadan. The UMO chapter of the Muslim Student,' Association. a
North American Muslim student religious organization. will celebrate the "Id" with a
get-together open to eservone. Thursdas night in the Memorial Union's Bangor Room. The
local chapter's 20 members ssill serse refreshments and spesial desserts from Muslim
courimys of the Mid-Fast. including Pakistan and Bangladesh.
The month of Ramadan. the nineth month in the Muslim lunar calendar, is characterized
in the dails obsyrsance of 3 strict dawn to dusk fast, during which ••one must rigorousls
asoid introducing an substance into the interior of the KA% .•• The abstinence extends to the
metaphs sical. as belieser, in Islam must a% oid all base thoughts as shell, How es cr. at the end
of the da% Muslims can moderatels partake of both food and drink
Pie institution of fasting has existed more or less among all culture,, and the month of
Ramadan can by compared to the obsersance of the Lenten fast In Christians. and the
abstinence practiced on the Jewish 'Da % of Atonement.'" The ordinate of fasting iSaum).
as prat.thyd in the Muslims. s% mbolizes the period when the Quran (the Koran. or Hols
I3ook of Muslims) began to he resealed to the Prophet Mohammed. and is binding upon all
members of Islam. except for the aged. the sick, pregnant women. nursing mothers. and
Ira% der. When esempting circumstances Lhange. the fast must be obsers ed. es en when the
proscribed time for fasting has ended.
Each this, the fast must begin with a declared intention before sunrise. Without an
intention. an offering of the das to God, the fast is ins Aid. If one breaks the fast, an
atonement is os ed. which once consisted of the freeing of a %lase. Since this is no longer
possible. todas's fast-breaker must lead a life of abstinence for an additional 60 dass.
Before the ads ent of Mohammed. in the -th centurs A.D.. mans religious traditions of the
modern das Muslim were alreads firmls imbedded into the folklore of his countr%.
modern-das Saudi Arabia. When promulgating his faith and his laws. Mohammed adopted
the traditions as a les er for etc% atmg his nation and
surrounding nations from the depths of the social and
moral degradation into ss !itch he beliesed the% had
fallen.
Mohammed attached to the guiding precepts of Islam
certain practical duties called the Fist. Pillars of Islam.
These include the recitation of the cretld. the Muslim
declaration of faith: prasers. which are required fise
times a day of csers Muslim to strengthen his belief in
god: alms-gising. which requires es er% Muslim to gistawas two and one-half per cent of his 13% mg% to the
poor and need: a pilgramage. which requires every
Muslim. if ss ithin his means, to perform a pilgrimage to
Kabba in Mecca and the fasting which Muslims
believe restrains the passions from the gratification of
all the senses. and directs the oserflow of the spirits
into a health channel.
The artwork encasing this story is an example of
Arabic calligraphy. The slender minaret on the right.
and the mosque depicted on the left symbolize the
uniseral Muslim inhalation. "Al-hamd-ul Allah!",
translated hteralls . "All praise be to God!"
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rCarnpys-Th
Kathy Keller Looks
pensive in this scene
The
from Chekov's
Seagull." the Maine
Masque's first stage
offering of the season.
Curtain goes up tonight at 8:15. opening
a five-night run at
UMO's Hauck Auditorium. Break a leg
and see a preview of
The Seagull" on pp.
7-8 of today•s issue.
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Food service employes
oppose catering contracts
"We oppose contracting out university
services in order to eliminate public service
jobs." said Steven Swadley late Monday.
explaining the Maine State Emploves'
•s (MSEA) stand on UMO's
Associat
sAicitation of bids from private firms to
operate the food services on campus.
Swadley. who is an assistant director and
employe representative of MSEA. told
about 150 members of the William C.
Wells chapter Thursday night that MSEA
will oppose any attempt to bring in private
firms to run the service, and that the group
will set up stiff criteria before accepting
an work contract with a private firm
Allow hid is accepted by the university..
I he Wells chapter consists of about 300
members on campus. representing an
estiniated,70 to 80 per cent of all food
service employes on campus. ado rdmg to
its president. James DeOrsev .
Regardless of whether or not a priv ate
firm retained present employes. S%A.14,111:%
ressed that present cmploy es would lose
their status as MSEA members if such a
firm took 0% er. Smadley mite(' that some
nicinbcrs of the.kwal chapter have charged
that the reason for the solicitation is simply
to get the university out of the labor
relations field. Presumably . he explained.
this is a result of MSEA's plans to lobb%
the nest session of the legislature for both
collet-Os e bargaining rights tor unnersitv
emplocc. And fait .t 1? (let I rill in TC.1s.t•

with a cost of living escalator clause for all
state employes, including those working
for the Super-U.
'•Before long.*' he speculated. "the
university will have all its functions
contracted out, and it will become part of
the private sector with 1111IC of no publk.
assess or control.**
The only possible input MSEA yv ill has
in setting the criteria for the bids so ill he done or both of the two food sets ice workers
appointed to the six-member committee
charged with setting up requirements for
the bids are MSEA members. President
Neville will appoint the committee, which
will also include two students and two
facultv members.
Since the Wells chapter represents more
than one half of the food service workers on
campus. a spokesman for the chapter
eypressed hope that at least one of the food
wry ice committee members will be a
MSEA member. Neville was not as ailahic
for comment.
Asked what action the MSEA would takc
if a hid accepted bv the university was
unacceptable to the association. Swadlev
noted such cases have occured in other
states in the past. The state empioves•
associations in Ohio. Michigan and
Connecticut ha% e brought successful legal
suits against the state unto ersities for
contracting out their food services.
•I vsl• sec page 4

Anthony Herbold eulogized
by English department head
"I suppose thc irony of it all is that he
crossed a continent to die in a field that he
only came to till."
Dr. Robert Hunting, chairman of the
English department. was speaking of
Anthony Herhold. an English professor
here who was killed last week at his
Amherst. Maine farm when the tractor he
was driving rolled over and crushed him.
Hertsold was 41 years old.
According to Hunting. Herbold was a
diversified man who had a professional
interest in photography. raced motorcycles
in California. ran • working farm. and
loyed the music of Spanish classical
guitarists
-When I think of Anthony Herbold.
think of courage and confidence and
cnergs. all of %filch %sere central to his
make-up." Hunting said. characterizing
Herbold as a man who "did not hesitate to
state his positions and was capable of
defending them lustily and fearlessly."
Herbold came to Orono from the
University of California at Berkeley. where
he was an assistnat professor of English
from 1%5-1970. He taught at the
l'niversity College in Addis Ababa.

Ethiopia. in 19.58. was an instructor at the
University. of Michigan in 1%3. and was an
at
English
of
professor
assistant
Dartmouth College from 190-65.
At the University of Maine. Herbold
served as chairman of the Shakespearean
courses offered by the English department.
He was also a member of the
Inter-Disciplinary Committee and the
English Department Council.
"He laughed with us and caused us to
laugh with him. He could be very funny.
Very witty .•• Hunting said. "If Tiny was at
times abrupt and brusque in his manner
and speech. no discerning person could
take offense—so very obvious was his
honest% and his goods% ill and the ssarnith of
his heart . • •
fierbold was a famils man. Pictures of
his wife and seven children dominate one
wall of his Office.
"Professor Herbold had friends of all
sorts, both in and outside the university.
The low -born, the high-horn, those learned
in books. those who were knowledgeable
and cared about building ponds as ponds
ought to be built, and tilling fields as fields
ought to be tilled." said Hunting.

Council of Colleges passes
afternoon recess proposal
by. Joe Michaud
A resolution cancelling afternoon classes
Oct. 30 was passed Mondayby the Council
of Colleges.
The vote, coming after about a half-hour
of debate. was 20 to eight with 23
abstaining. The cancellation bid now goes
to President Howard Neville. who has
indicated his decision would rest on the
council's vote.
Mark Hopkins. vice president of the
UMO student government spoke for Senate
President Jeanne Bailey, who could not
attend the meeting. He assured the council
that neither CED classes nor library hours
would be affected by the ruling.
Hopkins cited the long stretch of classes
during the fall semester without a break
and the concurrent pressure on both
students and faculty in his opening
members
argument. Se% eral faculty
classes
cancelled
retorted the afternoon of
schedules.
course
many
would disrupt
particularly lab course's, which often meet
only once a week.
"This will mean a great deal of hardship
on a number of students." commented one
council member."What about multilecture
courses? Either souse got to cancel the
morning class, or make the afternoon
lecture students responsible for that
morning's material."

Dr. Arthur Kaplan. vice president for
student affairs. sided with Hopkins.
however.
"We are here to maximize the facilities
for learning." he commented. "If you're
constantly under pressure. then you're not
going to be taking full adyantage of the
learning process."
Both Kaplan and Hopkins noted the
increase in dormitory damage, attempted
suicides, and roommate conflicts as
consequences of the fall calendar.
Going co en further than the original
advocates. Prof. Josef Roggenbauer.
chairman of the foreign languages
department. suggested a full Friday off.
which would ' cure any stress or deficiency
much more than half a da%."
In other action, the council voted to
rey erse a 19-1 resolution forbidding
non.university fund raising on campus.
The action came as a result of an appeal by
the United Way of Penobscot Valley.
constitutional
proposed
Also, the
to committee
back
referred
were
revisions
was no
there
discovered
was
it
when
provision for the student senate president
of Bangor Community College to have
ex-officio voting rights.
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A young UMO graduate student and the
Christian
Maine
the
of
chaplain
Association at the um% crsit% are busy this
fall on campus. not just with their usual
duties, hut with campaigns for election to
the Maine House of Representatives from
District 77, which includes UMO.
Rev. Edwin Hinshaw. a Republican, and
student Dick Davies, a Democrat can be
found these days shaking hands and
registering voters on any, but usually
opposite, corners of the campus. To both of
them, student votes are important since
District 77. the smallest house district in
the state, consists of the Marsh Island
section of Orono. the university, College
and Park Avenues, North Main Street and
some small side streets.
Both candidates are conducting "person
to person" campaigns and neither expects
to spend over S300.
"Students have had enough bad
experiences recently in letting politicians
'get away %.ith things." Day ies said
explaining his student support. "and now
they want to get involved."

by Kate Arno
Da% ICS said funding of the university and
its effect on the people of Orono would be
one of his biggest concerns in office.
Because the university's property is not
taxable, he said. Orono's property taxes
are the highest in Penobscto County. While
the university makes a token financial
contribution. Orono taxpayers still face a
much higher tax rate.
"The state legislature is going to have to
realize that the university contributes to
everv one in the state," the 27 year old
politician said. '•ana the burden of its costs
should be spreac' equally around the
state."
Davies also thinks ti:e housing situation
in Orono needs improvement and favors
"strict landlord and tenant laws" that
would be similar to those being voted on
nest month in Bangor. including provision
for the rental lisencing. Davies added he
would like to see the university get
together with the town of Orono in the
building of off campus housing.

Having worked closely with the question
of public power in the past years. Davies
believes he has "worked the bugs out" of
Peter Kelley's bill. He thinks the up
coming legislative session is "read to
pass" such a bill and plans to submit his
version of a public power legislation if
elected.

Davies believes state subsidy of mass
transit in the state is "absolutely'
essential.'' The UMO student would like to
see legislation within the next year that
would provide for state subsidies for local
transit systems, including one in greater
Bangor which would be called "The
*Transit
Regional
Valley
Penobscot
Authority." Davies plan for the transit
authority would include bus runs a, far
south as Winterport. north as Old Town.
and inlcude Brewer.
The present public transportation in this
area. Davies thinks. does not cover enough
area and fares could be lower. He claimed
a state subsidized transit system "would
come close to paying for itself."

According to Davies, another source of
mass transportation "withouth the red
tape." would he available with the
legalization of hitch hiking and the
esti.blishment of hitch hiking stations on
Maine roads. Armbands could be issued to
those hitchhikers who registered with the
state police. Davies explained.
Saying "there is too much to be
investigated to hang a criminal offense on
someone.•• Davies favors decriminalization
of possession of marijuana. He said there is
a "very good chance" that marijuana could
he legalized if new legislation came before
the house and senate next year.

holds B.A. and M.A. degrees in
history from the University of Maine and is
working on his second masters in
(-immunity development. In 1970. he was
the director of the York County surplus
food program. and from 1971-73 was a staff
historian for the Ford Foundation at the
Penobscot River Project. In 1969. he was a
VISTA volunteer in Minneapolis and
Da% ICS

*MCA

see page 10
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Whaes on
FOREIGN STUDENTS - new foreign
student listing for the 19/4-75 school
year is ready. Pick one up in 106A East
Annex.
TUESDAY, OCT. 15
VARSITY BASKETBALL - tryouts sign
up at the basketball office. Tryouts
begin at 3:30 p.m.
MEETING - proposed New England
Regional Veterinary College for all
interested members of university.
community. 124 Hitchner. 7 p.m.
BRIDGE - Memorial Union. 7 p.m.
MEETING - Bicycle club. 1912 Room,
Memorial Union. 7 p.m.
CONTROVERSY - "The Maine Coast",
Robert Binnew els. director of the Maine
Coast Heritage Trust, is guest speaker.
Bangor Room. Memorial Union. 7:30
pm
ART EXHIBITION - meet the artist, S.
Patricia Benson. lecture and demonstration of "the American Indian."
Room 202, Carnegie Hall. 7:30 p.m.
LECTURE - "The Methodology Of
Family History." by Prof. Tamara
Haresen. North Lounge. Estabrooke.
- 10 p m.

POETS - An evening with north coast
poets. Bangor Room, Memorial Union.
7:30 p.m.
ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING - Mrs.
Maine Club. Damn Yankee. Memorial
Union. 7:30 p.m.
THEATRE
MASQUE
MAINE
Han.k
Seagull
presents "The
Auditorium. 8:15 p.m.
,THURSDAY, OCT. 17
TRAVEL TABLE - in reference to v. inter
and spring vacations for interested
students and Sigma Delta Pi members.
Memorial Union. 9-4 p.m.
FORTNIGHTLY FORUM- MCA Cent, r
College Ave. 7 p.m.
1DB MOVIE - "The Secret War ot
Henry Frigg." 130 Little.'& 9:30 p.m.
ITALIAN FILM FESTIVAL - "Juliet of
theSpirits" and "2." 100 Nutting. 7 &
9:30 p.m.

FILM-6 radu ate t enter. Intolerac'"
Estabrooke. 7:30 p.m.
1 HEATRE
MASQUE
MAINE
Seagull." Hauck
presents "The
Auditorium. 8:15 p.m.
WEDNESDAY, OCT. 16
SANDWICH CINEMA- "The Mime of
Marcel Marceau." North Lown Room.
Memorial Union. 12 noon.
COLLOQUIUM - Sociology. Prof.
Herbert Maccoby will speak on "The
of
Recruitment and Socialization
Academics." Walker Room, Memorial
Union. 3:15 p.m.
FOREIGN LANGUAGE FORUM - J.L.
Lopez Munoz will speak on "Novel and
Cinema in the Spain of the'70's. "Coe
Lounge, Memorial Union. 4:10 p.m.
MCA CENTER - Agape Meal and
Reflection. MCA Center. College
Avenue. 6 p.m.
Agricultural
Maine
MEETING
Engineering Asociation. Conference
Room, Ag. Eng. Bldg. 6:30 p.m.
CHESS CLUB - tournament. Bumps
Room, Memorial Union. 7 p.m.
REHEARSAL - BCC Chorus. 101
Bangor Hall. Illinois Ave.. BCC 7 p.m
IDB MOVIE - "The Secret War ot
Henry Frigg." 130 Little. 7 & 9:30 p m

MUSLIM STUDENTS' ASSOCIATION observance of Id-ul- Fitr, holy day
signifsing the completion of fasting
during the month of Ramadan
Bangor Room. Union. 7:30 p.m.
Thurrell Room
BAHA'l FIRESIDE
7:30 p.m.
THEATRE
MASQUE
MAINE
Hauck
Seagull."
presents "The
Auditorium. 8:15 p.m.
Sign-up for the United Nations' day. for
UNICEF in all cafeterias.
FRIDAY, OCT. 111
TRAVEL TABLE - in reference to winter
and spring vacations for interested
students and Sigma Delta Pi members.
Memorial Union. 9-4 p.m.
COFFEE HOUSE - Sandy Ives benefit
concert at Ran's Horn for MCL1
9-10:15 p.m.

Conference on job prospects scheduled
I he College of Business Administration
and its two associations of business
of Business
Master
students, the
and the
(MBA)
Administration Association
n. are
Associatio
Business
Undergraduate
sponsoring a one-day economic outlook on
job prospects for college graduates
conference at the Hilltop Conference
Center.
The conference will be held on Monday.
Oct. 21. from 9:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Principal speakers will be Dr. Carol
Greenwald. assistant vice president and
economist. Federal Reserve Bank of
Boston; Dr. Edwin F. Estle. economist,
Telephone Company;
England
New
Professor William J. Bigoness. Collge of
Business Administration. UMO; and
Charles O'LearN. Director of Labor
Education

IT'S NOT EVERY COLLEGE
THAT'S LUCKY ENOUGH TO HAVE—

WMEB-FM 91.9

CAMPUS
CLASSIFIEDS

Seminar

EARN up to $1.200 a school year
hanging posters on campus in spare
time Send name, address, phone
Coordinator of
and school to
P 0 Box
atives.
Represent
Campus
.12
1384, Ann Arbor. Ml 48106

All ['MO Students.
Facultl. Businessmen welcome

I opics covered will include the economic
outlook for the nation and New England:
the prospects for different major fields
(e.g. accounting. liberal arts. engineering.
etc.); and the demand of various industries
for new college graduates.
The conference is designed to give
students useful information for effective
participation in today's highly competitive
job market. The sponsors are planning
students
addit tonal sessions to help
determine their own best strategy for
successful job searching. Co-ordinators for
this conference include James M. Fossa.
president. MBA Association: Mr. Rand E.
Newell, president. Undergraduate Busines% Association: and Dr. Neil B. Murphy'.
Maine Bankers Association Professor of
Finance. College of Business Administration UMO
Missing-3 month Husky Puppy
Taken from McDonald's on Sat
afternoon Anybody knowing whereabouts of dog or any information
•12
call 827-4498 Reward

ON
JOBS
MEN!—WOMEN!
required.
ce
experien
SHIPS! No
Excellent pay Worldwide travel.
Perfect summer job or career Send
53 00 for information. SEAFAC,
Dept 1-2 P 0. Box 2049. Port
016
Angeles. Washington 98362

e
Economic Outlook and Job Prospects for the College Graduat
October 21. 1974
Hilltop Conference Center

Session I — The National Economic Outlook
Guest Speaker_ Dr. Carol S. Greewald. Assistant
Vice-President and Economist, Federal
Reserve Bank of Boston
Break (refreshments)

4.30

2.30

2:45

3.45

Session III — Job Demand by Industry
Director
O'Leary.
Charles
Speaker.
Guest
n.
UMO
the Bureau of Labor Educatio
Break (refreshments)
Session IV — Job Demand by College Major
Guest Speaker. Dr. William J. Bigoness.
Professor of Industrial Relations and
Personnel Management. UMO.
Conclusion

Sponsored by the College of Business Administration, MBA
Association, and the Undergraduate Business Association
Co-ordinators for the conference are Dr. Neil B. Murphy.
Maine Bankers Association Professor of Finance. UMO, Mr.
James M Fossa. Jr.. President of the MBA Association and
Mr Rand Newell, President of the Undergraduate Business
Association
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Session II — The Regional Economic Outlook
Guest Speaker: Dr. Edwin F Estle, Economist.
New England Telephone Company
Break for Lunch

1.33
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UR WITHIN-YOUR-REACH DIAMONDS
ARE OUT-OF-THIS WORLD
Ready to be slipped on your finger.
All in our wide selection of heavenly diamonds
in glorious mountings. At down-to-earth
prices. We'll show you many different shapes...
many different sizes. Come choose your
dazzler that puts heaven close at hand brilliantly.

W.C. BRYANT & SON. INC.
46 MAIN ST.
BANGOR, MAINE
Tel. 947-6548
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Fast food operation seen
as possible catering pitfall
•continued from page 2
Wells chapter president DeOrsey sato
although he has no personal experience
with private catering firms, he believes,
"The service would have to change in some
was' if such a firm is to make a profit.
"A fast food operation which this would
no doubtedly have to be, would have to cut
corners somewhere,either in the quality of
the food, or in the service." he claimed.
DeOrsey.a cook at Hilltop. speculated.
"Thc biggest cut would probably be in
management costs.•' and suggested a
private firm would most likely eliminate
about one third of the cooks, since most
foods would be of the frozen or fast foods
variety, and would not require fresh
preparation.

The MSEA has about 11,000 members
state-wide. with 44 local chapters. The
association is governed by a 110-member
council made up of councilors elected by
each local chapter. The council, according
to Swadley,sets all MSEA general policy.
Richard Crouch, one of Wells chapter's
three councilors. said Monday most
members of the local chapter don't want to
lose their status as association members as
they would then no doubt lose any
possibility ot enjoying bargaining rights
with their employer.
If a contract accepted by UMO is
unacceptable to the chapter. he said. "We
would strike if it came to that, and if it was
legal."

Student seeks Gov. Wallace's
support for senate youth bill
A UMO student will travel to Alabama
this month seeking George Wallace's
support of a Senate bill, and to present
Wallace with a set of proposals on ways to
get America's youth more involved in
John Baldacci, a sophomore in Arts and
Sciences, will journey to Montgomery.
Alabama on Monday. Oct. 28, at the
request of Sen. Joseph Montoya. (Dem.)
New Mexico, to solicit Gov. Wallace•s
support for the National Youth Participation Act. Montoya is a co-sponsor of the
proposed bill.
The new bill, S-3570. calls for a
federally -funded national youth commission. and would eliminate existing
youth-oriented political groups funded by
national parties, including the Young
Republicans and Young Democrats. The
bill supposedly %Quid encourage more
young people to participate in the political
process.
Baldacci chairs the Maine Republican
and Democratic State Committee, a group
national
parties'
both
by
funded
youth
promotes
committees. which
involvement in local party politics in Maine
high schools. The state committee.
composed of 42 members, has chapters in
Orono. Presque Isle and Portland. The
proposed National Youth Participation Act.
Balacci said, would establish non-partisan
committees of this type.
In addition to seeking Wallace's support
for the proposed bill. Baldacci will also
present a seperate set of proposals
concerning youth involvement in the
political process to the Alabama governor.
Baldacci said Wallace wants to present
tnese proposals to the plattorm committee
of the Democratic National Convention.
which will meet in Kansas City this
December. Seven proposals are to be
presented to Wallace dealing mostly with
state-run colleges and universities.
One of the recommendations advocates
students have the right to express their
views in their own publication and should
be able to distribute those publications
freelY in their schools.

Correction!
In the Oct.8 issue, the Campus quoted
Br% an Hilchev assistant director of police
and safety. as haying said the Teem ery of
stolen goods is "pretty equal" among all
fraternities. Hilchey was referring to the
eight or nine fraternities campus police
recovered goods in, not all fraternities.
The Campus also reported S2.000 as
the total worth of items recovered by
police in these fraternities last year.
However, that amount only represents
in two specific
goods recovered
investigations. Hilchey informed the
Campus the total worth of goods
recovered in fraternity houses last year is
greater. but he could not cite specific
Sgures.

"Presently. in order to be able to
distribute any material at most schools,
and this includes newspapers as well as
materials.
pamphlets and campaign
permission must be given by school
administrators." Baldacci explained. "But
students should have this right without
having to obtain permission."
Student representation on trustee boards
u another proposal. Baldacci noted that
Maine is one of only three state
universities in the nation with one or more
students on their board of trustees.
Five other recommendations include a
reform of admissions requirements. and
increase in community -related independent study programs: increased federal
encouragement and funding of vocational
education: establishment of a comprehensive family life and birth control education
program (for grade school through high
•.chooli. and a general encouragement in
all public schools for students to get
involved in civic and community affairs.
"Most students don't understand local
politics." claimed Baldacci. "Politics at the
local level provides the foundation for
national party platforms." he observed,
referring to his own opportunity to present
these proposals to Goy. Wallace, a
nationally-know n political figure, for
consideration as planks in the Democratic
party's l)-h national platform.
"Young people can have more say on
policy through involvement at the local
level, and it's in their best interests to get
involved." he declared.

A Personal View
of the American
Environment

Reclined

The brew is the same, but this gentleman is not at
the Pub in the Union, but rather at a football game.
Thus far, Maine is 2 and 3for the season, and when
things aren't going right on the field, they cart be in
the stands.

Professors work in Brazil
as part of exchange project
own. Then they can work towards being the
As part of the World Food Program. the
breadbasket of the world." Klinge
is
Agriculture
and
Life
Sciences
of
College
explained. "I saw something come of my
involved in a co-operative project with
visit. I saw some irrigation actually
Superior School of Agriculture. located in
started."
Norte.
the city of Mossoro. Rio Grande de
Brazil. Rio Grande de Norte is the sister
project
one-year cooperative
The
state of Maine. as each U.S. State involved
an
and
USAID
from
S58,000
received
in the program has a sister state in Brazil.
The
university.
the
from
525.000
additional
The objectives of the project. sponsored
university's investment is in the form of
by United States Agency for International
service. Salaries are paid to professional
Development (USAID) are to establish a
and classified people who travel to
small agricultural experiment station in
Mossoro, and student assistantships are
conjuction with the agricultural school in
UNIO provides two assistantships
offered.
of
that
school's
some
bring
to
Mossoro:
and USAID offers two.
staff to UMO for a year of study and to
provide professional help by sending UMO
Explaining UMO's investment. Struprofessionals to Mossoro for three-week
chtemeyer commented. "I would hope the
periods.
guys that went to Mossoro are better
Three LSA professors who have been to
a
at
speakers
guest
teachers because of their going."
the
were
Brazil
meeting last Thursday designed to
Approximately a dozen interested
involve students in the sister program.
attended the meeting in the
soils.
students
of
professor
er,
Roland Struchtemey
Walker Room of the Memorial Union. A
Cecil Brown, professor of agronomy and
Klinge.
student committee was formed to hold
forage crop specialist. and Albert
.
meetings to discuss what students
engineering
other
professor of agricultural
to aid the program. The students
program.
do
can
the
of
expressed their approval
an attempt to meet and help
in
making
Brazil
are
to
aent
who
er.
Struchtemey
and hope to initiate a
students,
a
Brazilian
as
1966 for a sear. described that country
course. The students
language
Portugese
- potential breadbasket of the world."
are also investigating the possibilin of
raising enough money to send some UMO
"The first step, however, is to install the
students to Braid with facultN members.
!.•chnology so they can take care of their

Where the Place Called Morning Lies
FRANK
GRAHAM JR.
A dozen years ago the author moved to remote Narragaugus Bay on
Maine's seacoast At first their new home seemed safe from the
exploitation and destruction inflicted on so much of the natural
landscape. but soon it became painfully clear that all things are
relative and dated Decisions made by an agronomist in Washington.
an oilman in Texas. a marine enginer in Tokyo, a fisheries biologist in
Moscow. have a distinct effect on the quality of life in Eastern Maine.
Similarly, the reesponse of the Down Easters—resistance to the use
of Machiasport's deep harbor for oil supertankers. an insurrection on
the Prestile River because of pollution by a potato-processing plant—
has its own influence on local and national life.
FRANK GRAHAM. author of Since Silent Spring and an active
conservationist for many years. is a field editor of Auclebon
magazine.

Available Now at the
University Bookstore on campus
New York Times Book Review
on sale
Open Monday Evenings until 8 p.m.
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Catering to whose
needs?
Despite all the reassurances we have heard
from the administration that a changeover to a
private catering firm could be arranged so that
no present food service employes would lose
their jobs, benefits, pensions, or what have you.
we are still wondering.
It's not that we doubt their sincerity, but
really, how can a private company possibly
operate a food service without employing some
of its own people, at least in managerial
positions. If a bid is accepted from a private
caterer, we believe this will necessitate the loss
of at least a few jobs among UMO's present food
workers.
There are actually several issues involved.
First, even if all the present employes. including
managers and cooks, are retained, and their job
security ensured by an annual written contract,
there persists the fact that they will lose their
membership in the Maine State Employes'
Association, which the employes believe would
be a great loss.
Some spokesmen for the local chapter of
MSEA have said this solicitation of bids has been
rather ironically timed, in that the MSEA is
preparing to lobby the legislature for collective
bargaining rights for university employes.
MSEA is, in addition, planning to lobby the next
session for a 12 per cent pay increase with a cost
of living escalator clause, which would also apply
to the majority of food service workers here who
are MSEA members.
The second basic issue is, what will happen to
the quality of the food? Again, the
administration believes food quality can be
written into a contract, but in view of the fact that
costs must be cut somewhere in order to
underprice the university's present food service
system, we wonder if food quality will inevitably
be one of the areas in which a private firm would
cut spending.
Since the present system is running in the red,
and a private caterer wouldn't bother to bid for
the job unless the firm felt it could actually make
a profit, where will the dollars come from? As the
president of the Wells chapter of MSEA said, it
will necessarily come from either a cut in
man-hours or in food expenditures. On top of
this, most private caterers would probably be
fast food service operations. unlike the present
service.

Editorials

The third issue, the one the administration
harps on, is the economy and efficiency of the
food service. People in the present system admit
U MO's food service could be improved in this
regard. but why, they ask, and so do we, can't
this be done within the present system? Surely
economy moves could be made in the commons
and other services on campus that would save
money while preserving employes'jobs and
rights. We don't often find ourselves defending
the status quo. but when it appears to be in the
best interests of everyone involved, what choice
do we have?
Some sources indicate President Neville may
not appoint even one food service worker
belonging to the MSEA to the committee

governing the bids. We hope they're wrong.
MSEA represents the interests of about
three-fourths of the food service employes. and
to ignore its presence would be an indication that
the administration is trying to do just what
MSEA members have charged. i.e. attempting
to step out of the labor relations field.
It seems the university has nothing to gain by
bringing in a private catering firm. but it most
likely will have a lot to lose. If a fast food chain
can do it cheaper. there has to be a reason, and
that reason must either be a cut in man-hours,
employe benefits, food quality or quantity,
salaries or something. Turning a losing operation
into an attractive profit-making one is not done
magically overnight.

Kin i Bradford

Commentarv

Parking Lot Paranoia: Read between the lines
It was ten o'clock in the morning and the parking lot
behind the Memorial Union was oyerflowing.
And then some.
I made figure eight around the parking area looking
hit J hole in the 3%1 sea of cars that I might squeeze
into. I spent the next hour making figure eights on my
figure eights.
I was beginning to get turnpike trance. My old Dodge
was pleading with me to take by best shot.
And then it happened. The supreme miracle. The sea
of cars paned and spit out a Volkswagen bus. I pulled a
U-turn and snuggled into the empty space next to the
bookstore annex.
I switched off the ignition and put my car out of its
misery. The Dodge moaned a final sign of relief as I
scrambled out of the car and hustled off to MN' first
class. forty minutes taste.
When I returned to the parking lot late that
afternoon, the parking area was only dotted with cars. I
weaved my- %a% in and out of the empty spaces hardly
believing a sea could part that many times.
eventy-five and a half empty. spaces. Seventy-five and
a half miracles.
The half a miracle was a Honda Civic that was barely
hanging oYer both sides of one parking line.
I wish I had a Honda Civic. I thought.
Less than ten feet away I spied my old Dodge resting

peacefully. ,lnd two feet behind the Dodge. I spotted
the cop.
My Dodge and the cop had one thing in common:
they were both old. The old cop was hobbling around
the care and writing something on a pad of paper. I
walked up beside him.
For a long time he didn't notice me. He just kept his
head down and his pencil moving. He was singing to
himself. The song he was singing was Ripck of Ages.
He looked a little like a rock—a skinny slag of
gray granite with a police hat on top. The hat had a
badge plastered just above the bill which read:
CAMPUS POLICE
Auxiliary Officer
was wearing a gray work shirt and pants that
blended nicely with the color of his face.
"Rock of Ages--" he sang. and then stopped short
and looked up in my direction. He screwed up his face
until his lips disappeared inside his mouth, and let
loose a chase of tobacco that landed on my shoe and
rolled off the end of the toe. 1 didn't say anything.
The old cop began writing on his pad again. He
ripped off what he was writing, stuffed it down n
between the' windshield and the busted wiper blade of
my car, and thrust his head up in my direction again.
His lips disappeared inside his mouth once more as the
corners of his mouth raised up in a grin.
"That'll fix ya'." he wheezed.

I took the ticket out and looked at it. I said Improper
Parking Area. I looked down by the passenger side of
the car and noticed that the white line that had been
there six hours earlier had somehow disappeared.
I looked into the old cop's face. "1here was a car
parked right there in front of me.'' I pleaded. "and one
on either side of me. I thought this was a parking
slot." And then I added: "I was desperate."
The old cop looked up 31 me and his lips disappeared
again. "Don't matter what was there this morning.
Only thing that matters is w hat's here now." He
thought for a moment, and added. "You're here. And
the ain't."
The sk seas almost dark. The old cop whipped out a
flashlight. put it up next to my face, and snapped it on.
"Gotcha." he said, punctuated with a laugh that
sounded like a buzisaw . Then he ran the light around
my car. "You get this heap out of a box of Cocoa
Puffs?"
"No...ah." I couldn't think of an answer. My
eyeballs felt sunburned.
Before I could regain my composure, the old cop let
loose another chase of tobacco at my back bumper, and
then waddled off down the parking lot. When my eyes
finally came back into focus. I saw him standing besie
the Honda Civic.
His words rode up to my ears on the gentle night
breeze. This is what he said: "Parking on a line."

dal
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(Letters to the editorj
No big deal
.to the editor:
The main objection raised
against
the
new
athletic
scholarships is that it smacks of
"Big business" and "play-forpay" policies followed by large
universities. I hold that this
objection isn't valid.
The number of scholarships to
be offered, 10. is a conservative
number. It is small compared to
national
standards:
it
is
conservative in an already
conservative league. the Yankee
Conference. Accusing Neville of
"big business athletics" is like
accusing an independent gas
station owner of being a
multi-national corporation.
There is just no comparison.
Some worry that the future
v.ill see UMO go considerabls.
further in its appeals to
athletics. Considering where
UMO is starting—the last in the
YC to offer scholarships. and
only beginning with 10 for one
year's tuition at that— it would
seem outright "play -for-pay."
policies are light years away.
Would the population of UMO

truly hate it if a David
Thompson came here to play
basketball? Would the Pit be as
emptY as it was last year?
Would the new arena take as
long to be funded— a place
where not only athletics could
perform. but musicians and
thespians too?
The new scholarhips do not
represent the buying and selling
of athletes. No one is asking for
special new dorms for the
football team, a la Alabama. No
one is asking for funds for new
cars and houses for recruits, a la
Moses Malone. No one is asking
for an elite set of cheerleaderconcubines for use by visiting
high school jocks.
What is being sought with
the new scholarships is an
incentive for a good athlete, if
he meets the scholastic standard
to attend the University of
Maine at Orono. instead of
someplace else. What is bring
asked for is a parity with other
Yankee conference teams.

Letters to the editor must he
received by the Campus before
noon two days prior Sc,
publicat . Please sign your
names although it will he
withheld on request. Readers

are asked to limit letters to 500
words. and the Campus
reyervey the right to edit all
letters submitted. WO Lord
Halt University qf Maine.
Orono 04473.

UNIVERSITY
X

•

Greek offended
To the editor:
The article in last Tuesday's
edition about theft from the
dorms offended me both.as a
Greek and as one who thought
that, except for the editorial
page. prejudices of the press
were not to be expressed. This
principle may be adhered to in
articles about other matters, but
when you write about fraternities it is not.
The article in question had
only one line concerning the
fact that items are "often"
found in the dorms, and a total
of thirty four lines which count
off a list of specific items
recovered from three houses.
including such pricless objectsd'art as an ash-tray.

This kind of unbalanced
reporting is degrading to the
Greek system as a whole.
especially when names are
bandied about. Why were
dorms not mentioned concerning specific recoveries, and
named as such? You quote the
assistant police director as
saying that recovery is "pretty
equal" among the houses. If
you had thought to ask, he
might have added that it is
"pretty equal" throughout the
dorms as well. Also mentioned
was the fact that the "total
worth of items recovered was
about $2.000." The placement
of this claim leads the reader to
infer that this was the result of
fraternity theft alone, vet no

attempt is made to clarify this
one way or the other.
The lack of coverage of Greek
Weekend last Spring accompanied by about four pages on
"Freak Weekend" and the
ohs ious lack of attention to
fraternity participation in campus activities also serve to
illustrate my point.
The Greek system at UMO is
too large a part of the
community to be so patently
disregarded but in fact used for
sensationalism in the campus
paper. It is high time that the
Campus lived up to its name and
represented the entire campus,
instead of its own tiny-minded
interests.
Ric Lowell

Playerless piano
To the editor:
Yes. it's true—the students of
Wells Commons are being
shortchanged. The university
has spent thousands of dollars
impro%ing the lounge area of
Wells Commons, but not for our
personal benefit.
I have spoken personally to
Ross Moriarty on the status of
the lounge area this year. I was
told that its doors will remain
closed to the students during
the day because of past
%andalism. In the meantime,
much money has been spent to
improve its conditions, yet the

university is depriving close to
1.000 students the use of the
facilities. A piano is just sitting
in a corner of the lounge waiting
for someone's nimble fingers to
produce sonorous sounds.
In the past. when students
wished to converse with each
other, they could utilize the
facility or perhaps if they
w anted to study, there were
tables and chairs ay ailable Now
there is nothing for us.
President Neyille has been
made aware of the situation and
I thank him for his considerahis
tion.
However.
even
influence has been unable to

"open the doors" for the
students to utilize the area.
Furthermore, the Oak and
Hannilfal residents are also now
deprived of their own piano. The
Union has reclaimed their
"loaned piano" from the
Oak-Hannibal lounge area.
Enough of this bureaucratic
red-tape and procrastination.
Many students are suffering
culturally and complaining that
if the university were actually
serious about the needs of the
students, action would have
already been taken.
Stuart J. Chason

Now there are
roses.
great
three
ttsfrankenstein
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Great Western Veritas was made
to be great. An original, dazzling
Pink American wine. With the
dry fruity taste that Americans
prefer today. Most of the grapes in
Veritas are our premium New York
State Champagne grapes.That
puts Veritas right up there with

Portugal's premium quality roses.
Yet Veritas doesn't cost an arm and
a leg. Have you tried it? For full
flavor be sure to serve it chilled.
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The true American wine
from
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Western.
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Promising production of Chekov's Russian classic 'The S(
Sion tiN Hill (.ordon
er and Photograph.. 11 Ste 4: V1 ard

The sixty-ninth season of the Maine Masque
Theatre gets under way tonight with the opening
of Anton Pavlovich Chekov's 1898 "comedyThe Seagull.
Directed by Arnold Colbath. Masque director
and chairman of the theatre division of the
speech department. this production features
several new faces in major roles, as a group of
actors and actresses who almost achieved a
monopoly on leading roles graduated last spring.
Beverly Jensen. a senior who has been seen in
few Masque productions previously, appears in
The Seagull as Irina Nikolayevna Arkadina, a
famous acress whose obsessive egotism lends to
the self-destructive nature of her son Treplyov,
played by Wayne !Merit'.
The actress'brother. Pyotr Nikolayevich Sorin.
portrayed by Harry Davis. owns the estate on
which Chekov's characters spend an idyllic, and.
for some, ruinous summer.
Kathy Keller is Nina Mikhailovna Zarechnaya.
the over-protected daughter of the rich
landowner whom Treplyov secretly loves. The
play's tragic conclusion is determined when he
learns of Nina's fate after running away with a
successful novelist, played by Jeri Colpitts.
The other characters of this pathetically comic
group include Illya Afanasyevich Shamrayev. a
retired lieutenant who has resigned himself to
managing Pyotr•s estate. Al Schmidt7. who was
Tevye in the Masque's successful production of
Fiddler on the Roof last spring, appears as the
spiritless lieutenant. Margo Ham is Masha, his
depressive daughter. and Andrea Swan appears
as his wife Polina who is secretly in love with a
doctor. Evgeny Sergeyevich Dorn. played by
Wallace Sinclair.
The cast also presents Tom Baltzer as
Medvedenko the teacher. Steve Oliveri as the
workman Yakov. and Peter Fournier, Rebecca
Gore. and Gail Convoy as servants of the estate.
Chekov. one of Russia's greatest literary
figures despite his death at the age of 44, termed
The Segull a 'comedy', commenting that people
who almost willingly live tragic lives attain a
comic nature. The play is a character comedy as
the humor stems from the peculiarities of the
people themselves rather than any comic
situations they become involved in. A major
exponent of the realistic-naturalistic school of
theatre. Chekov's people always try to obtain

Unhappy Masha. played by Margo Ham

Harry Da, • as Sorin and
some meaning and importance in their lives but
allow their aspirations to be thwarted by
circumstances. The only person in The Seagull to
break out of a pointless existence is Nina. but
one suspects her drive to be a successful actress
will end in the same selfish egotism of Arkadina.
Chekov stresses the role of the artist in The
Seagull. The artist must feed off life, while
making personal sacrifices in order to devote all
his time to a career, and the result is a
detachment from personal relationships.
Chekov knew the people of the arts. Before
The Seagull. (his first successful full length
play). he had come in contact with them through
productions of some of his short works. His
attitude towards these people is a bit
condescending, hut never cruel.
Speaking about Chekov, director Colbath
commented "Tome,among the group of modern

Sorin and Jeri Colpitts as Drigorin

playwrights, I
mind. He had
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not cynical but
sentimental. t
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; 'The Seagull' opens 69th season of Maine Masque

Tom Rohrer as Medvedenko and Margo Ham as Masha

"Who am I?
Harry Da•

',in.

tic Sorin and Wayne Merritt as Treplyot

_What am I?"

THE SEAGULL

Treplyov

acting. chose The Seagull as its first production.
A theatre company has rarely had the success
with Chekov's work as did the Moscow Art
Theatre, which still uses the emblem of the
seagull.
The Seagull is a quiet, relaxing play. Its
pastoral :atmosphere gives it a sense of
timelessness, and judging from the set (designed
by Co!bath. with costumes by Dawn Shipeel and
glimpses of the dress rehearsal, this mood is
captured by the Masque players. The Seagull
promises to be a fine start for this year's theatre
season.

playwrights. Chekov had the most attractive
mind. He had seen the grimmer aspects of life
when he was a doctor, and despite all this he's
not cynical but rather affectionate, without being
sentimental, however."
As often happens with classic works such as
Chekov's play, the first production of The
Seagull was a failure. A stock company of actors
unprepared for the play performed it. adapting
the roles created by Chekov to themselves
instead of adapting themselves to the characters.
When the Moscow Art Theatre was formed.
Stanislavsky, known as the innovator of method
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Just three years out of college. laser technologist Jim Carroll didn't make senior research
physicist at Eastman Kodak Company by acting
timid. So when he had the courage to pit science
against a dread disease, we backed him. Win or
lose.
The medical community enlisted Kodak's
help in training lasers on the war on cancer. We
responded with a pair of 500 million watt laser
systems. And left the rest up to Jim.

In time, the lasers proved unsuccessful in
treating cancer, but we'd do it again if we had to.
Because while we're in business to make a profit,
we care what happens to society. It's the same
society our business depends on.
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MCA Chaplain advocates better mass transportation
•coatineed heal page 2
worked out a bus route to serve Indian and
Black citizens there.
In his past experiences working in
community affairs. Davies said, he found
many problenis called for state level action.
"I realized to get done what I wanted. I
needed to get to that center of power," he
said, explaining his decision to run for
election.
Calling himself a "people advocate,"
Rev. Hinshaw. Davies's Republican
opponent. said he is "running as a citizen.
not a politician to make a career out of it."
"Every citizen at one point in their lives
should feel the need and freedom to get
involved in politics.** Hinshaw said.
Hinshaw is interested in "social change
for the betterment of people" and is
conviced the process of social change "has
got to be a part of government. I see
government as enabling people to be good
at facilitating and creating programs." he
added.
As a representative in the House.
Hinshaw said he would work to 'keep open
the lines of communication between the
university and the rest of the state."
"We have our finger tips on much
information that could help our legisla-

tors." Hinshaw said of the university.
"The educational process has got to be
more involved with the legislative
process."
Noting that urban renewal programs in
Orono failed several years ago. Hinshaw
said he would like to see more businesses
attracted to the town.
"Economic development doesn't necessarilv mean exploiting our land and
building here." Hinshaw explined. "it
means involving more people in business."
He claimed many of Orono's "commercial needs" are not being met and that as a
legislator, he would be aware of
opportunities at the state level that might
benefit the town.
"One involved in government can
stimulate local people to build their own
businesses and to provide for commercial
needs for the local community." he added.
Like Davies. Hinshaw feels the present
local transportation system is inadequate.
The present system, he said, is not being
used enough, but a change requires
"education for the community." People
must be encouraged to use mass
transportation, he explained. To alleviate
the over-use of cars in the area. Hinshaw
said he would like to %CC hike paths

Davis named new assistant
UMO graduate Neal Davis. who is
presently completing his masters degree in
student personnel services, has been
named assistant director of Residential
Life.
According to Davis. the term assistant
director is somewhat misleading. Actually,
Davis said, he shares his duties with newly
appointed
assistant
director
Jolinc
Morrison. Their jobs basically deal with
coordinating social as well as educational
events for the 26 dormitories.
Dav is said that he is only in a position to
suggest events, and to organize and help
find financial support for ideas initiated by
the students. These events may include
guest lecturers, films, or almost anything
students may suggest. He noted that while
in Rent.ra . events should be the Roe that
whole dorm complexes can participate in.
single dorms are also welcome to run
events. Some of Dii% is' other duties include

assisting in the selection of dorm staffs,
and helping with freshman orientation.
Davis claimed that if the university
accepts a bid from a private caterer to run
the food services. then the company would
work strictly with the Housing Department, and it would not affect the status of
his job or the department of Residential
life.
Generally pleased ss ith the structure and
operation of his department. Davis
described his feelings toward his new job
by saying that he was presently feeling his
way along, and did not yet have a clear idea
of what changes he would or wouldn't like
to see within the department.
Davis received his B.A. in psychology
from UMO in 1972, and as an
undergraduate served as a resident
assistant and a Head Resident. He was also
employed as a research assistant at the
Bangor Mental Health Institute bef
,
r,
taking on his new job with Residential I •

SNAKES HISS
Tape Decks
Shouldn't

Edwi iiimieter

Dick Davies
established like those in European
countries.
Hinshaw wants to see communities
handle their own problems and explained
be favors the current federal revenue
sharing programs. He wants to work to
develop health care centers at the local
level.
Hinshaw noted he has been asked many
times whether a conflict in his religion and
politics might occur, but asserted that he is
not "defending any religious traditions."
"If you are going to exclude any
profession or person from politics." he
quipped. "we'll have to turn every thing
Over to lawyers, or those who car. afford to
run."
Backed by a student group of about
twenty five members. Hinshaw is
encouraged about his chances to win the
election.
"I think I can facilitate and build up the

opportunities between students and local
community and between the university and
the rest of the state." he said.
Hinshaw lives in Orono with his wife and
four children. He is a graduate of Earlham
College. Woodbrooke College. and Boston
University. He holds degrees in math and
science and did his graduate work in
theology, religious education, and human
relations.
His activities include work in the
American Field Service at Orono and
Maine Ministries in Higher Education. A
trustee of the Oak Grove-Coburn School.
he is also chairman of the Priorities and
Budget Committee of Friends United
Meeting.
Hinshaw was living in Africa at the time
East Africa became a nation and was very
active in women's sufferage there. Since
that time, he said, he has worked to involve
all groups of people in the political process.

Maine Masque Theatre
PRESENTS

THE SEAGULL
by Anton Chekhov
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UNLESS YOU USE A
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NOISE REDUCTION
SYSTEM.

DOLBY SYSTEMS
ARE AVAILABLE ON OUR GREAT SONY DECKS
AND OUR NEW LINE OF PIONEER CASSETTE DECKS

"I have written a comedy with tons of love-

OCTOBER 15-19
COME SEE US AND
WE'LL MAKE YOU
TEMPTING OFFER
Westgate Mall
Bangor, Maine

CURTAIN 8:15 PM
Tickets On Sale Hauck Auditorium Box Office
General Admission $2.00 U of M Students $1.25
Tei 581-7557 — Box Office Open 11 to 2
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Booters shut-out by UNH 4-0 after tie with Bowdoin
A superb goaltending performance led
the University of New Hampshire soccer
team to a 4-0 victory over the Maine
booters last Friday' at Durham.
Earlier in the week a second half goal
enabled the Bowdoin soccer team to tie
UMO 1-1 in a rugged defensive battle. The

Black Bears record now stands at 4-4-1
overall, and 2-2 in the Yankee Conference.
During the Bowdoin game last Tuesday..
both teams took a total of only 29 shots. 17
by Maine. 12 by Bowdoin. Play was fast in
the midfield area but both defenses
stiffened as the ball neared their goal and

Sports
Sezak to head Graduate 11 Club
Sam Sezak of Orono, professor emeritus
of physical education at UMO. has been
elected president of the UMO Graduate M
Club. an organization of former students
who earned varsity intercollegiate athletic
letters while attending the university.
Other officers elected were Albert
Hackett of Orono. first vice president;
Roger Castle of Damariscotta. second vice

president; Bert Pratt of Bangor, third vice
president; and Donald Sturgeon of Old
Town. Ernest Reidman of Waterville.
David Ames of Old Town, Joe Ferris of
Brewer and Andrew Gavett or Orono.
executive board.
The group will meet Satuiday, Oct. 26,
at 10 a.m. in the Trophy Room at Memorial
Gymnasium

RESEARCH
Thousands of Topics
$2.75 per page
Send for your up-to date. 160-04Re.
Tail order catalog Enclose Si 00
to cover postage delivery time is
1 to 2 days,/

DELIVERY BOY
WANTED
UMO CAMPUS ONLY
MUST HAVE CAR
apply at

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC
11941 WILSHIRE BLVD . SUITE s2
LOS ANGELES, CALIF 90025
213/ 477-8474 or 477 549.3
Our Passaic* instatial os sesil tar
mown assistant* linty

Paul's Pizza Hut

usually broke up the offensive attack.
Maine scored the first goal 25 minutes
into the game when a long shot by Euan
Mason that ricocheted oft the crossbar and
off the goalie's hands. The ball dropped to
the ground in the goalmouth. Ted
Woodbrey reached the loose ball first and
ran it into the net with his stomach for his
third goal of the season.
UMO held on to their 1-0 lead until late
in the game when a Bowdoin player
reached a loose ball a second before Maine
goalie Scott Smith. and deflected it into the
net to make the score I -I with IS minutes
remaining in the game. Neither team
tallied again and the contest ended in a
tie.

At UNH, Maine's 4-0 loss represents
their worst performance in years on its
face. Yet Maine outshot New Hampshire
by a 23 to lb margin as proof the Black
were not as badly outplayed as the score
indicates. The major factor leading to
UMO's loss was the tremendous play of
UNH goalie Phil Pierce. He made 15 saves,
including several spectacular plays. UMO
goalie Bobby Nadeau. back after missing
two games due to a concussion, made
seven saves.
UNH scored two goals in each half, but
totalled only four shots during the second
half.

Women handed double defeat
UMO women were handed a double
defeat last Friday at Bates as both the
tennis and field hockey teams were
defeated.
In tennis the UMO team was handed its
first loss of the campaign by the
heartbreaking score of 3-2.
"This was a close one to lose. but I think
we'll take them in the State Tournament
and that's where it all counts,— commented
an optimistic coach Rose Milligan after the
match.
Number one singles player Sue Stamples
gave Maine a victory as she beat Sandy
Peterson 6-3. 6-0. And the other Maine win
was register by the doubles combination of
Joanna Currier and Barb Dewitt who
defeated their competition 7-5. 6-3.
UMO's third singles player Rene
Gregario and the doubles team of Merry
Farnum and Sue Smith were both defeated
to tie the score 2-2.
Second singles player for UMO Ann
Peisch played Pam Wansher of Bates in the

deciding match. Wansher won the first set
6-3 and in an exciting second set she
defeated her UMO opponent to win 7-6
giving Bates a 3-2 win.
And in field hockey' action halfbacks
Lynn Levasque and Deborah Chase scored
goals but the UMO team lost its second
match of the season to Bates 4-2.
Both women's tennis and field hockey
teams will see action this Friday as they
host UMPG.
Jeanne Walsh, new women's field
hockey coach at UMO believes improved
high school programs and more confidence
in their sports ability are the reasons for
this year's large turn-out for varsity field
hockey.
50 women tried out this fall for UMO's
varsity women's field hockey team which
has won a game with Colby College. 9-0.
and lost games to Bates and UMPI.
Members of the varsity team attended a
pre-season camp and clinic at Camp
Merestead at Poland Spring where they.
earned a 3-1-2 record in tournament play
with schools from Massachusetts and New
Hampshire as well as Maine.
Not only are girls receiving better
training in high school programs. Walsh
said, but the growing interest in women's
sports and the chance to participate more
frequently has increased women players'
feelings of adequacy . "They are much
more apt to try out for a team now."she
said.
Walsh, who is also assistant gymnastics
coach, was a teaching assistant and junior
v amity field hockey coach at UMO last year
while she was working on a program for
her master's degree which she received
last August.
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Black Bears win again;shock New Hampshire 23-9
by Tom liamols
The Maine Black Bears did it again last
Saturday as they spilled the New
Hampshite Wildcats 23-9 for their second
straight victory of the season.
The win lifted
Maine's
Yankee
Conferece record to 2-2 and their overall
record to 2-4. And with the loss UNH's
record dropped to 1-4.
The victory ended a losing streak with
UNH that had gone on for the past four
years. And it was the first time in 10 years
that a Maine team had beaten the Wildcats
in Durham.
Maine had one of its best afternoons
offensively in years. The Bears ran 60 plays
from scrimmage for 353 yards on the
ground and UMO quarterbacks completed
five of 13 passes for 96 yards.
But the win might have been a costly one
to the Bears as quarterback Jack Cosgrove
sustained a hand injury when he was
forced out of bounds on a running play and
crashed into the UNH bench.
Cosgrove was replaced by Rich Prior
who quickls suffered a leg injury. That
brought in Bob Munzing for his first
appearance of the 1974 season.
After the game coach Walt Abbott
indicated that he wasn't sure how serious
the injury to Cosgrove was but he spoke
highly of Munzing as a replacement if
necessary. Munting led the Bears to a
memorable 20-' victory over Rhode Island
last season after being called upon off the
bench
At first it looked like it was going to be
long afternoon for Maine as New
Hampshire put together a scoring drive the
second time it got its hands on the ball. The
Wildcats got the hall oti their own 34 and
moved in 12 plays against a stubborn
Maine defense to the UMO 15. When
Maine held. Dave Teggert kicked a 32-yard
field goal.
But early in the second period the Scars
scored on one of the most exciting plays of
the season. With the ball at the Maine 45.
quarterback Cosgrove was faced with a
third down and 10 s Ards to go situation. On

the ensuing play, Cosgrose was forced to
scramble to his right, but he threw across
the field to halfback Mark DeGregorio who
caught the ball over his shoulder at the
UNH 35. DeGregorio then sidestepped
John Sexton and Skip Sinclair and threaded
his way down the sideline for the
touchdown. Jack Leggett added the extra
point to put Maine in front 7-3.
But UNH stuck swiftly to regain the lead
as Mark Etro took a Phil Skillings punt on
his own 12, broke five or six tackles before
he reached his own 25, and then outran the
rest of the Maine team for an 88-yard
touchdown run which tied a UNH school
record.
The Bears bounced right back when Jed
Palmacci gave them good position on a
kick-off runback to their own 35. And from
there Maine went 65 yards in 11 plays to
score with Jim Dumont busting over from
two yards out. Big plays in the scoring
drise were a 23-yard pass from Cosgrove to
DeGregorio. a nine-yard run by Jim Hood
and another by halfback DeGregorio.
Leggett's point after attempt was wide. So
the Bears went into the locker room with a
13-10 advantage.
Early in the third period Maine mounted
another serious threat, but the Bears had
to settle for a 22-yard field goal bs Jack
Leggett. In the drive which started at the
UMO 23. Jim Hood had runs of 23 and 17
yards.
It was Jim Dumont, a reserve halfback,
who gave Maine its final score of the
afternoon. The Bears had the ball on their
own 28 and on the first play from
scrimmage Dumont broke through left
tackle, cut to his right and went all the way.
down the right sideline for a 72-yard
touchdown run. Leggett's placement was
good and that iced it for the Bears 23-9.
Given a chance to rest while the offens,
was eating up the clock. the UMO defens,
held New Hampshire to just 110 yards total
offense and shutout the Wildcats in the
second half allowing them just one first
down, and that by a penalts

Could you be
a nuclear expert?
(If so,you could earn more than
S500 a month your Senior year.)
Lven ,; youre a JUfluf

ti;IgineerIng or

physical science motor it s not too early to
start thinking about your career And if you
think you ve got what it takes to become
an expert in nuclear power the Navy has
a special program you should look into
right away
Why right away,Because if you re selected well pay you more than $500 a
month during your Senior year (If you are
presently a Senior yOu can still loin the
program Well begin paying you $500 a
month as soon as you are selected)
What then/ After graduation if you re
selected to be a nuclear officer you II get
nuclear training from the men who run
more than 70% of the nuclear reactors in
the country Navy men And an opportunity to apply that training in the Navy s
-..iclear poweri-(4.
Only about 200 men will be chosen for
this program this year So, if your
interested, see the Navy Representatives
at 215 East Annex on 17 and 18 October
Call
Or
from 10 a m
to 3 p m
617/223-6216

Be someone special
in the Nuclear Navy.
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STOPPED COLD

UMO quarterback Jack Cosgrove (151 has no
running room on this attempt against Rhode Island.
In the last two weeks. Cosgrove has led Maine to
wins over the Rams and New Hampshire.
Ward Photo

Maine's next game is this Saturday
against a tough UConn Huskie team at
Storrs.

Scoring.
Maine
UNH

0 13 3 7
3 6 0 0

23
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